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Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting # 7 
Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board 
Southwest Service Area Master Plan (SW Parks) 
 
April 23, 2019, 6:00 – 8:00pm 
Lyndale Farmstead Recreation Center  
 
CAC members present:  
Jana Griffin, Brian Nalezny, Paul Ragozzino, Jenel Farrell, Anj Petsch, Katie Jones, Craig Wilson, Larry 
Moran, Jarret Folley, Jane Schommer, Katie Jones  
 
CAC members absent: Shaelyn Crutchley, Cha’foxey Mitchner, Chris DesRoches, Mayumi Park, Tony 
Sterle, Aria Campbell 
 
Public Present:  Full house

Staff, consultants, and speakers present:  
MRPB staff included: Colleen O’Dell, Adam Arvidson, Madeline Hudek 

SRF Consultant staff included: Nikki Schlepp, Alexandra Olson 

INTRODUCTIONS 
CAC members, MPRB Staff, and SRF Staff all introduced themselves to the members of the public 
attending. 

GROUNDING  
Madeline Hudek led the group through a grounding exercise to open the meeting. Meeting attendees 
stretched and were then asked to sit down.   

WELCOME AND REVIEW 
Colleen O’Dell gave overview of where we are in the project and briefly explained where we were in the 
process and explained the CAC to the community members present. She introduced Alfred Bangoura, 
the park super intendent, as he came in and then thanked everyone for coming out for the meeting.  

Madeline reviewed the project timeline and explained where we were in the overall process graphic. 
The project is currently just over the halfway point. We have been getting comments up until this point 
and are still in the process of reviewing. She then explained what the CAC members have received for 
resources up until this point.  
 
BIG QUESTIONS DISCUSSION 
Colleen O’Dell introduces the topic and why we are here to discuss these things. She asks for volunteers 
to read the ground rules of the CAC meeting out loud. Jenel reads first half Craig read the second half. 

Nikki Schlepp begins to explain the 4 big questions that will be discussed. 1. Athletics Balance 2. Season 
Extension 3. Parks AND Recreation 4. Bike/Wheel Skills Areas.  
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ATHLETICS BALANCE 

Courts 
Nikki explains that there are 29 existing tennis courts in the area not counting the ones along 
Minnehaha creek.  Comments have mentioned a desire to see more courts striped with pickleball and 
have dedicated pickleball courts.  

Nikki presents draft service coverage maps which show the potential change in coverage based on the 
initial concepts.  This is still a draft and is being used as a tool to inform the CAC and the designers on 
how service coverage will shift based on the preferred plans.  

There are 20 existing basketball courts and only 5 of them are full courts. There are no year-round 
outdoor hard surface rinks. Public comments and initial concept plans have brought up the idea of multi-
sport courts. 

Fields Balance 
There are 34 multi-use diamonds in the area. There are 4 with grass infields, used for adults and older 
youth, and 2 that are fenced. It is hard to know how many of the fields are multi-use. They are striped by 
the rec centers by season and The Parade is the only dedicated multi-use field now. Nikki asks questions 
about what does this mean for the resources we have and where we are going, what needs to be 
dedicated, what needs to be shared?  

Shows image of Kenny with multi-use fields overlapping the ag lime of the baseball field and images of 
sites with schools and the condition of the nearby fields. Many become full of mud during different 
times of the year because of how much they get used and are referred to as “mud pits”. 

Questions brought up to spur discussion: Do we share more? Have more dedicated fields? 

CAC Athletics Discussion  
Craig says that it is hard to know how to give feedback based on what is needed when they don’t have 
the data. Madeline talks about the meetings that they had with the sports leagues and what they are 
interested in getting. Colleen O’Dell explains it is hard to know what the future will be and how they will 
be used, but there has been feedback about what they are interested in. There has been feedback about 
what many of the different sports are asking for in comments and through those discussions.  

Jenel says that even without data we can look at the fields and say that they are exceeding their planned 
use. Craig agrees, but wonders if there is too much use on fields now and is it going to degrade the areas 
more if there is more multi use. Paul asks if it is a maintenance is the problem and Adam Arvidson 
explains there is a bit more that can be done, but there is only so much without addressing needing to 
rest the fields. 

Anj says that there is some increase and decrease in the sports that are used and maybe there are 
clusters of dedication in the different park fields. Then you don’t get as much wear and tear by having all 
the different activities on all the fields. Katie says that that would work in some places, but not all 
because of the areas with perceived boundaries like Lyndale or Hennepin as an example.  
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Community member says that some of the courts could be used for known activities in different areas, 
so people know where to go. He says some places are well maintained while others aren’t and wants to 
see everything evened out more. 

Colleen O’Dell thanks community member for the comment but asks the public to save comments for 
the end since they have all the CAC members gathered at this time. Will leave extra time for public 
comment since there is such a large group.  

Patrick says to look at the ages that are using the facilities. Jenel says that there are some areas that 
pickleball is better maintained in some places and is not as good in others. Thinks the striping should be 
done better around the parks. Anj says it would be good if there was more data about where 
needs/wants are going. Comments are saying these are growing in popularity, but it would be good to 
look at it closer since this is a 20-year plan. Craig believes that many of the current sports are fads and 
that we should invest in the sports that have been around for a long time. He explains that other 
jurisdictions have the fad games that people can travel to when they want to play. Paul says to focus on 
kids and how they get around. Adults can drive elsewhere, but a kid can’t and should be encouraged to 
play around the area they live. 

Katie says that there should be more dedicated activities in areas to avoid the mud pit problem. Larry 
thinks we should look at the whole area to find where things should be dedicated. Anj says that the 
courts should be thought through all the uses and if things are being designed for many of these sports 
then as trends change, they can change with them.  

SEASON EXTENSION 
Colleen O’Dell moves to the next question. Currently there is only ice on fields, but courts have been 
used by other park agencies. MPRB maintenance says that moving to courts may help with getting fields 
used more quickly at the start of the next season. All ice needs to be maintained and has a staff.  

Colleen explains some of the concerns and some of the issues surrounding artificial turf. Katie asks if 
there is a way to make grass act the same as artificial turf. Someone asks if it can have ice. According to 
maintenance they can. 

CAC member asks about how schools play into the turf question and Colleen explains how the 
relationship between schools and the MPRB is changing. Minneapolis public schools do rely on the fields 
in some of the parks for use in sports and recess at some schools.  

Colleen mentions that domes also need to be talked about. There are both permanent and temporary 
domes. She then gives questions for spurring the discussion about domes, ice, and artificial turf to 
extend the recreation season. 

Season Extension Discussion 
Katie says domes are highly energy inefficient. Craig is worried about light pollution from the dome. He 
knows that there is a draw to parade for things like this, but the light could be a problem. CAC member 
is concerned with off-gassing of the dome. Adam from MPRB says that anytime there is a new material 
that is implemented there must first be a report about different materials and elements. They gather 
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this information to see what is going into parks and to make sure the MPRB is doing the proper due 
diligence before adding new things into the parks.  

Anj says that it is important for schools to have artificial turf where they can use it. It should be tied to 
the older kids that are more likely to be using this kind of field. The domes also need to be looked at and 
added so that there are places for kids to practice like in the communities surrounding MPLS. Washburn 
High School offers a good case study of the neighborhood coming together around a project like this. 

Katie asks if they are looking at field houses instead of domes. She explains that a field house is like a 
permanent dome, but with better efficiency and less light pollution.  

What are the costs differences between the artificial turf and the grass when talking about 
maintenance? Adam says that to help maintain grass fields you must rest them. Larry says that we 
wouldn’t be trying to maintain all the fields this way just the ones that are looking at adding artificial 
turf, so resting could be done on just these.  Brian says that artificial turf needs to be considered at 
elementary schools since they see so much use.  

Jana says she wants to know about how ice is maintained because of concern about how it may tear up 
the courts. Colleen explains that the tennis would not likely be used for ice. They understand that there 
are organizations that have put in money for these tennis courts and that ice would likely work better on 
concrete then on the tennis court material. Craig then points out that his neighborhood just spent a lot 
of money on the tennis courts and they don’t want the ice on them. 

PARKS AND RECREATION  
Nikki moves on to the question on what is needed in the parks? Do we want more pastoral or more 
active? There is increased demand for both, but we have limited space and need to think about how we 
make parks more multifunctional. Can some of these typologies coexist? How can we leave space for the 
future?  

Parks AND Recreation Discussion 
Paul says if it is a flat field now than it can be used as a sport field. Natural spaces can be along the creek 
and around the edges of parks. If flat today, try to use them. Jay says their neighborhood is full of 
triangles and naturalized space is what the neighborhood wants. Thinks SW Light Rail is taking away 
natural spaces. Craig says we should leave more places natural and not try to put things in everywhere. 
Larry says that places don’t need to be programed as much as they are. Anj says that we need to look 
holistically and see regional vs. neighborhood to see where we are getting different typologies and how 
that can lead us to where we put things now. Patrick says that that active spaces get kids out and that 
we need to make sure we are trying to keep all that.  

There will be a challenge figuring out what spaces need to stay and what becomes active. Someone 
suggests that we get more parkland to address both needs. Katie says to put a cap over 94 and make it a 
park. 

Colleen asks where people think urban agriculture fits into this question. Katie says we should utilize 
park space through design to maximize the space. Then you can keep urban agriculture on the edges. 
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Craig says he has a problem with individuals using parkland to benefit their families. If it is perceived as a 
privatization of park land, then there could be a problem. It could make it problematic who then see it 
as their space alone. Adam says that current policy on urban agriculture addresses this problem with 
annual application and that it is not in all parks. Urban agriculture lots must be open not gated and have 
accessible pathways. Any garden with individual plots in it must also have a community harvesting plot 
that is tended by those that use the individual plots. People can reach out if they want more 
information.  

BIKE/WHEEL SKILLS 
Colleen moves onto the next question about bike/wheel skills.  

Currently only have 1 skate park in the area. Rec. put up some portable pump tracks and they were very 
popular. Citywide there will need to be 18 bike facilities and there will need to be some added in this 
area. Pump track, all wheel, and sustainable bike trails are the different options that are being 
introduced. There has been resistance in the comments from the public. What do they think about this 
and what kind of facility would it be? Nikki lists the places that they bike/wheel skills were proposed in 
the initial comments. 

Bike/Wheel Skills Discussion 
Craig says he is against bike things in his neighborhood. He thinks his neighborhood should not have 
these facilities added. The parks in his neighborhood should be natural and not active spaces. Says that 
skate as a sport has matured overall, so it has proved it is not just a fad and should be considered 
somewhere. The other things are too fad oriented to add to these plans. Larry says he thinks that it is 
not for his neighborhood either. Patrick says that the noise is too much for many places. Jana says that it 
is too noisy for her neighborhood too. Anj says that there needs to be a balance where noisy activities 
are added. We should look to see what noisy features are in a park and then consider if another should 
be added or not. Katie says we should consider that we all live in a city and the noise should be 
considered, but that it is also a part of being in a city. 

Paul asks if there is information on the size needed for a skate park. Jenel says that she would like to see 
the city provide some better space for skate. She has not heard about the bike pump tracks before. 
Craig says his neighborhood meeting was not supportive of bike trails, but they are supportive of 
walking trails. He says that neighborhood parks are small and disconnected, so mountain biking is 
inappropriate.  

Paul checks to make sure playgrounds are still being put in parks. Playgrounds are in. People love 
playgrounds. Nikki says that nature playgrounds are also popular and will also be in the plans. Patrick 
says that he thinks neighborhood playgrounds should be different so there are more experiences if 
people move around to different parks.  

JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE 
Adam explains how there is an area that is being developed by two committees and that these things 
need to be one and the same when they finalize the design. Proposes that the preferred parks in the 
area go out to the public and come back to a subcommittee, that is a joint committee of the two CAC 
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groups on these projects, that are opened in a public forum. Looking for around 3 people that are 
interested to join with nominations. Maybe 1-2 additional meetings at 1-1 ½ hours each. Looking for 
head nods. Heads nod.  

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
Brian the CAC chair opens the floor for public comment.  

• Josh from Tangletown - with M.U. soccer program that is nearly all MPLS residences. They 
struggle for space every year and must turn kids away every year because they don’t have the 
space. They like the multi-use areas, artificial turf, and Dome because they go throughout the 
year. Was in the focus group on diamonds and fields. Wants to tell the CAC to keep in mind the 
trends of young kids and that we need to keep draws on kids to get them outside and away from 
technology.  

• Paul L. from west Calhoun neighborhood - Goal should be that all neighborhoods have access to 
a playground. There are places that kids will be cut off from playgrounds with the new Light Rail.  

• Bernedett from Fuller Park – Didn’t feel the neighborhood was involved with planning enough. 
Wants people to respect the neighborhood and impact parks make on the neighborhood. The 
half court basketball court is too noisy being used from 10pm to 1am. Thinks park should just be 
for young kids.  

• Beth P. from Lyndale Farmstead – Concern with permeable spaces becoming impermeable 
spaces. The Tennis courts here are used every day. Says people playing tennis will be 
disenfranchised if tennis courts go away. Thinks that there are more things that are adding 
maintenance needs to the park. Splash pads will add extra time and burden to maintenance 
people. Urban agriculture could go on non-park property. Concerned about ice rinks on courts. 
Wants to know how people were notified. Doesn’t want it to only be done on social media as it 
won’t reach everyone.  

• Bob E. from Kenny neighborhood – Promote unused spaces for pollinator habitat. Soccer started 
in Kenny and has waited for years for that field to be grass. Encourages having two fields next to 
each other because it creates a different atmosphere. If they are missing refs, it is easier to try 
to get a ref from the field next to it. 

• Holly from Windom South - Would like it noted that the school uses the park a lot and school 
adds a burden to the park. 600 kids use through school. Kids come home covered in mud. Take 
into consideration how the school uses the park.  

• Mary - Thanks the group for listening to the public. Says the fastest growing age range may end 
up being seniors. How do you build flexibility in parks? The environment is the important thing 
here. There is no other governmental entity that is looking at the environment like the park 
board is and they should keep doing it. Maybe there is a percentage of land that is taken up for 
just environmental improvements. Worry about the Light Rail taking out 2 acres of rusty 
patched bumble bee habitat.  

• Liz from Pershing - Wondering if the bocce ball is moving. Since it is used for Special Olympics. 
Colleen responded that it was recommended to be moved to a different park.  
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• Terry C. doesn’t want Kenwood park to be too over programed. Putting in more fields and such 
destroys the opportunity for more creative play.  

• Lisa – East Lake Harriet Parkway - Need to leave some free green space. People are imaginative 
if they have just space. Worry about overscheduling. It isn’t just needed money for the capital. 
Don’t forget the maintenance and the staff. Parks should have policing. Doesn’t want a bike 
path on king’s highway. The parking shouldn’t be lost.  

• Community member from Fuller park - Concern about the parking lot being removed. Doesn’t 
know how people could bring trucks and tents into the park for events without the parking lot. It 
is a huge concern of his even as a cyclist. Wondering how an amenity becomes underserved in 
terms of data driven decisions. 

• Community member near Smith triangle – wants the sculpture to stay. 
• David. Representing MYSA Minneapolis Youth Sports Association. - Turf fields would be good 

since we can’t use the parks at some points in the year. Dome would be used all year round. 
Likes the idea of specialized park activities.  

• David Higgins from East Harriet - Wants the kings highway item off the table. Why is there a 
bikeway on King’s highway? 

• Jean from East Harriet - doesn’t think there is enough room for off-road cycling in Lyndale 
Farmstead. 

• Phil - Doesn’t think we should keep adding bike facilities to the city. Says they have a problem 
with the city adding so many bike lanes. Concern with money it would take to change King’s 
Highway. Don’t give up streets to bikers.  

• Community member - Kings highway already has room for bikes and cars to coexist. Also 
worried about cramming too much into our parks. Keep natural, quiet areas. Nature play space 
should be left as is. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND NEXT STEPS 
Colleen wraps up and thanks everyone for coming in and giving their comments. Gives rundown of what 
will happen before the next CAC meeting and tells others when and where that meeting will be. 
Thursday, June 6th at Painter Rec Center. Then goes over the next steps in the overall process.  

Adam mentions if people want email updates, they should make sure they checked the yes box on the 
sign in sheet to receive email updates when they leave.  

ADJOURN (8:10 pm) 
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